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Syllabus: Missoula Symphony Orchestra
Music 108A Sec 02
1 credit per semester

The Missoula Symphony Orchestra presents five pairs of concerts of symphonic music. In each season along two educational concerts for Missoula area school children. Internationally known guest artist appear on the program; repertory classes from the major pieces and lesser known works from the late Baroque to the present including major works of the choral/orchestral repertory. Membership for student in the orchestra depend on audition displaying advanced mastery of the instrument and openings exiting in the ensemble. All members receive an honorarium. Additional concerts may be arranged.

A rehearsal/performance schedule is announced prior to each season, consisting of five to six rehearsals for each pair of concerts. Members are expected to prepare the music for each rehearsal and student have the opportunity to receive coaching on their parts by the principal player in their sections both in lessons an in sectional rehearsals of the strings sections. Regular attendance of all rehearsals and concerts is mandatory.

Grades are assigned by the Music Directory.